Using Metro's Real-Time Bus Tracker

Access from any desktop computer by clicking the “Bus Tracker” icon on the home page.

Basic features

- A map of Metro’s service area and a list of all bus routes
- Routes are shown twice - inbound (toward downtown) and outbound (away from downtown) buses. Crosstown routes display as eastbound and westbound respectively.
- Clicking the box next to the route name will display all the stops and buses currently operating on that route.
- Selecting individual bus stops will show real-time arrival information for that stop.
- Individual buses are shown as bus icons
  - Blue = on schedule
  - Gold = behind schedule
  - Green = ahead of schedule
- Placing your cursor over any stop or bus icon will show the stop number and bus number and whether the bus is on schedule.
- The system updates every 30 seconds to provide current information.
- Real-time information may be delayed if a bus is on detour, and all times shown are approximate.

Advanced features

- “Follow vehicle” centers that bus icon and only follow its progress.
- Clicking on a bus stop will show scheduled time in one column and estimated time in another. If no real time is available the estimated time column shows "NA".
- “Schedule” tab gives complete schedule information for each route.
- “Next departure” tab lets you enter a 4-digit bus stop number for schedule and real-time arrival information for that stop.

Help us improve our services

These services use the latest GPS technology, but there's always the chance that something could malfunction. If you find anything you think might be incorrect (mispronounced street or place names, incorrect times given, system not working, etc.) please let us know:

- Email routecomments@go-metro.com any time
- Call 513-621-4455 weekdays 6:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Be specific when describing the problem, such as when it occurred, what message (if any) was given, and anything else to help us resolve the issue.

Real-time apps available now

Get real-time schedule information on your smart phone, tablet or other mobile device with popular apps such as Transit App and Bus Detective. For a complete list of transit apps and download information visit www.go-metro.com.